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CONJUGACY  SEPARATING  REPRESENTATIONS
OF FREE GROUPS

B.   A.   F.   WEHRFRITZ

Abstract. If G is a free group and g is an element of G we show

that there exists a residually finite (commutative) integral domain R

and a faithful matrix representation p of G over R of finite degree

such that the conjugacy class of gp in Gp is closed in the topology

induced on Gp by the Zariski topology on the full matrix algebra.

It follows that free groups are conjugacy separable, a result obtained

by a number of authors, see [1], [5] and [6].

If G is a free group and g is an element of G then our main result states

that there exists a residually finite (commutative) integral domain R, an

integer n and a faithful representation p of G into GL(n, R) such that the

set gap of conjugates of gp in Gp is closed in Gp in the topology induced on

Gp by the Zariski topology on the full matrix algebra Rn. (For a description

of the Zariski topology see Chapter 5 of [8].)

It is a simple lemma that any group with this property is conjugacy

separable, where the latter concept is defined as follows. An element g of a

group G is conjugacy distinguished in G if for each element x of G that is

not conjugate to g there exists a homomorphism <f>ofG into a finite group

with X(p and g<f> not conjugate in G</>. A group is conjugacy separable if each

of its elements is conjugacy distinguished. Thus we obtain in particular yet

another proof (see [1], [5] and [6] for others) of the conjugacy separability

of free groups. Not that this leads to a better proof, but our result is

stronger; that not every conjugacy separable group satisfies the conclusion

of the above theorem is a triviality.

Let G be any group. G can be made into a topological group by specifying

the subgroups of G of finite index to be a base of the open neighbourhoods

of the identity. We call this topology the profinite topology on G. It is well

known, and very simple to show, that an element g of G is conjugacy

distinguished in G if and only if ga is closed in the profinite topology. A

Zariski topology on G induced by a faithful representation tends to be

coarser than the profinite topology.

Lemma 1.    Let R be an integral domain and (a¿ :i e 1} a set of ideals ofR
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intersecting in {0}. If S is a subset of Rn with Zariski closure S in Rn, then

S s fi (S + (a¿)„) S S.
iel

■

Proof. Trivially Se f) (S+faX). Let /be an element of the poly-
nomial ring R[Xa:i,j=l, 2, • • ■ , n] annihilating S (under the obvious

action of substitution). If x e f) (S+ (at)„) and i e / then x=s+k for some

seS and k e (o¿)„. Then modulo at we have f(x)=f(s)=0 and so

/(x) 6 H a¿ = {0}. Therefore x e S.

Lemma 2. Let R be a residually finite integral domain and G a subgroup

ofGL(n, R). Then every Zariski closed subset of G is profinitely closed in G.

In particular if for some x E G the conjugacy class xa is Zariski closed in G

then x is conjugacy distinguished in G.

Proof. There exists a set {a¿:/ e /} of ideals of R such that f] «.¿ = {0}

and such that each F/a¿ is finite. If S is Zariski closed in G then by Lemma 1

S=Gr^r]i(S+(ai)n)=(\iSKi where Ki = Gn(l+(ai)n). Since Kt is a

normal subgroup of G of finite index the lemma is proved.

Lemma 3. Let G be a group, H a free normal subgroup of G of finite

index dividing m and g an element of G of infinite order such that G=(g, H).

If ¡x is the map of G into itself given by x/u = xm, then ga=(gm)°/j,~1r\gH.

Proof. Since G\H is cyclic the right-hand side certainly contains g°.

Let k e (g™)0)*'1 F\gH. Then k=gh for some h e H. Now g H is a normal

subset of G, so replacing k by a conjugate if necessary we may assume that

km=gm. Since g and gh both centralize gm, so h does too. Now the freeness

of H implies that CH(gm) is cyclic, so for some c e H and some integers r

and s we have gm = cr and h = cs. Trivially g centralizes cT, so cr—(cg)r. But

H, being free, is a group with unique root extraction, so c=c". Thus h=h9

and so hm = (gh)mg~m = 1. This implies that h=l and hence k=g Eg°.

Theorem 1. Let G be a free group and g an element of G. Then there

exists a ring R of the form R = Z[X, Y^1], where X is a set of indeterminates

with | Y|_|G| and Y is a subset of X and a faithful matrix representation p of

G over R of finite degree such that gGp is Zariski closed in G p.

Proof. By a theorem of M. Hall [2, Theorem 5.1 and proof] there

exist subgroups H and K of G with (G:H)=m finite and H={g) * K.

Choose a basis {gx: a e A} of the free group K.

Let c denote zero or a prime. Set P0 — Z, Pc = GF(c) for c>0, and let

*e = PcMiJ), det xx, xx(l, l)-\ (det xx)^:2 = i + j = 3, a e A]

where {xx(i,j), det xx:2^i+j^3,  aeA}  is  a  family of independent
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indeterminates over Pc,

xx(2, 2) = xx(l, l)-\àetx. + xx(\,2)xx(2, 1))

and xa denotes the 2 by 2 matrix of the xx(i, j). The homomorphism tc of//

into GL(2, Rc) determined by grc = ({ Î) and gxrc=xx for aeA is

one-to-one on K for every c and is one-to-one on H for c=0. Further

for every c we have that Htc is the free product of (grc) and Krc. These

facts about tc follow easily from results of Nisnevic [4] or from [7, §3].

Write Hc for Htc, Kc for Krc and gc for grc.

We claim that (gc)Hc = {hr-1glh:he Hc, i e Z) is exactly the set of

unipotent elements of Hc, a result that will clearly imply that {gc)Hc is

Zariski closed in Hc. Since by definition gc is unipotent, every element of

(gc)H' is unipotent. Let u be any unipotent element of Hc and consider first

the case c>0. Then u has finite order and so does gc. Thus the decomposi-

tion Hc = {gc) * Kc and 4.1.4 of [3] imply that some conjugate of u lies

in <&>■
We now consider H0. Choose a prime c greater than the length of the

normal form of u relative to the decomposition //0=(g0) * ^o- The

natural projection of R0 onto Rc (reduction modulo c) induces a homo-

morphism 7T of H0 onto Hc satisfying t0tt=tc. Since 7r is induced by a ring

homomorphism W7r is also unipotent and hence by the previous paragraph

lies in (gc)Hc. Thus uxn=gl for some x e H0 and some ; with 0^/<c.

A cyclically reduced normal form of u has length less than c and its image

under tt reduces cyclically to gl, see [3, Theorem 4.2]. It follows that g0 is a

cyclically reduced normal form of u and so u e {go)H°- We have now shown

that (g0)H° is Zariski closed in //„.

Let R=R0[$, f_1] where f is an indeterminate over R0. Define a

homomorphism t of H into GL(3, R) by gT=diag(gn, f) and gxr=

diagiXa, 1) for a e A. Trivially t is a faithful representation of H such that

(g)HT is Zariski closed in Ht. Also gHT consists of precisely those elements

of (g)HT whose (3, 3)th entry is £. Therefore gHT is Zariski closed in Ht.

Choose a right transversal 1 =xx, x2, • • • , xm of H to G. For each x in G

there exists an element cr of Sym(ra) and elements at of H such that x^x=

a(xia, for ¡'=1,2, • • • , m. Define a map p of G into GL(3m, R) by

xp=(xij) where for i, y= 1, 2, • • • , m we have

jfö = a,T     if /a =j,

= 03x3    otherwise.

Then p is a faithful representation of G. Clearly xn = 0 if x $ Ha.ndxxx=XT

if x e H. Thus gH p is Zariski closed in Hp while //p is Zariski open in G p.

But // has finite index in G, so Hp, and hence gffp, is Zariski closed in G p.

Finally, g°p= (JigHXip, so g°p is also Zariski closed in G p.
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Corollary ([1], [5] and [6]).    Free groups are conjugacy separable.

Proof. The ring R=Z[X, F-1] of Theorem 1 is clearly an integral

domain. Further, since it is isomorphic to the group ring of the free abelian

(and hence residually finite) group on Y over the polynomial (and hence

residually finite) ring Z[X\ Y] it follows that R is a residually finite ring. The

corollary now follows from Lemma 2 and Theorem 1.

One can squeeze a little more out of Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. Let G be a finite extension of a free group H and g an

element of G of infinite order. Then there exist a ring R — Z[X, F_1], where X

is a set of indeterminates with |Y|_:|G| and Y is a subset of X, and a

faithful matrix representation p of G over R of finite degree such that g°p is

Zariski closed in G p.

Proof. Let m=(G:H). By Theorem 1 there exist a ring R of the

required type, an integer n, and a faithful representation t of H into

GL(n, R) such that (gm)Hr is Zariski closed in Ht. Just as in the final

paragraph of the proof of Theorem 1 we may define a faithful representa-

tion p of G into GL(mn, R) such that both (gm)°p and Hp are Zariski

closed in G p. Now the map /u:xt—*xm of G into itself is Zariski continuous.

Hence (gm)Gppr1 and gHp are Zariski closed in Gp and consequently, by

Lemma 3, so is gGp.

Just as we obtained the corollary to Theorem 1 we can derive from

Theorem 2 the following result of Stebe [6, Theorem 2].

Corollary. If G is a finite extension of a free group and g is an element

of G of infinite order then g is conjugacy distinguished in G.

Naturally one wonders for which conjugacy separable groups with

faithful matrix representations is there an analogue of Theorem 1. Perhaps

the most obvious groups to consider here are the polycyclic groups, and in

particular the finitely generated nilpotent groups. The following is very

easy to prove.

If G is a finitely generated nilpotent group of class 2, then for each element

g of G there exists an integer n and a faithful representation p of G into

GL(n, Z) such that g°p is Zariski closed in G p.
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